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WHAT IS A
CHEMICAL PEEL?

COSMETIC BENEFITS:

Chemical peels are one of the most popular non invasive cosmetic 
treatments in the world. Peels come in different strengths depending  

on your skin’s condition. Chemical peels are an effective method  
of removing damaged surface skin.

They remove the top dead layers of skin thus inducing new cell formation, 
increased cell turnover and decongesting blocked pores. This gives your 

skin a refreshed, even and healthier looking appearance.

Skin conditions like active acne, oilly skin, blemishes, pigmentation,  
sun damaged and aged skin all benefit from chemical peels.  

It is important to have your skin doctor assess your skin as to the  
level of peel your skin needs. 

We offer a variety of medical grade treatments ranging from superficial to 
deep peels. Our medical grade peels are professionally administered by 
doctors and advanced trained skin health therapists depending on their 

strength and your skin’s condition.

  Smoothing fine lines 

  Reversing sun damage & aged skin

  Improving pigmentation & age spots

  Decongesting blocked pores

  Improving active acne

  Evening out appearance and texture

Before & after chemical peel skin micrographs
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PETER FRAMPTON
CINEMAGRAPHIC MAKEUP ARTIST
OSCAR WINNER FOR BRAVEHEART

My name is Peter Frampton and I have worked for 30 years as a 
cinemagraphic makeup artist. I have worked on many famous films  

and with some of the world’s biggest movie stars.  
I won an Oscar award for the movie ‘Braveheart’.

In this time I have worked on set locations all around the world. 
Unfortunately I have Celtic skin which does not go well with the sun and 

harsh climates and as a result my skin has suffered. I now  
have a lot of sun damage which has caused premature ageing, 

pigmentation irregularities, fine lines and blotchy skin. Now that I live 
in Australia I want to do the best for my skin so I consulted Skin Alert 

Paradise Point as to the best pathway to achieve this.

A skin health plan was organised for me which included skin education 
along with the use of “allmedic” doctor only skin products. I had a 

chemical peel which took approximately 20 minutes. The procedure for 
me was easy with minimal downtime. My skin is much softer with less 
pigmentation & sun damage, fine lines and I now have an even skin 

appearance. From first hand experience I highly recommend the chemical 
peel from Skin Alert. Their service and results are star quality.

Peter Frampton
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LOOK THE BEST YOU CAN TODAY
MAKE AN APPOINTMENT

CALL NOW 
5577 5533

20 Falkinder Avenue Paradise Point 4216

Like us on:        /skinalertparadisepoint

MEDICAL 
GRADE PEELS

FOR FRESHER YOUNGER  
LOOKING SKIN


